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Abstract: The paper discusses ways for increasing the efficiency of protocol implementations which 
are automatically derived from formal descriptions. The subject of our discussion is the 
implementation model used in the implementation tool for the transformation process. The 
implementation model defines the architecture of the final implementation and has a crucial influence 
on its efficiency. Using an experimental Estelle-C compiler we discuss the impact of design decisions 
for the implementation model on the efficiency of the implementation. As a consequence, the use of a 
variable implementation model is proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

The performance of communication systems is decisively determined by the protocols used. 
The experience of practical protocol implementations shows that protocol performance de
pends as much, and usually more, on the implementation than on the design [Wats 87]. The 
development to high-speed communication has increased the impact of the implementation 
phase in the protocol life cycle. Besides the design of new streamlined protocol architectures, 
the application of new implementation technologies, such as parallel implementation tech
niques, is one of the main directions to support this development. 

Nowadays, communication protocols are usually implemented by hand based on informal 
(verbal) specifications provided by ISO, CCITT or other organizations. This process is time
consuming, tedious and prone to error. Computer-aided protocol implementation1 can increase 
the quality of the implementation [Agga 85], [Koen 90]. Although approaches for a computer
aided derivation of implementations have been investigated for a long time their practical appli
cation is limited. There are several reasons for this. First the technology of this approach is not 
yet fully developed to ensure an efficiency of the generated code which can be compared with 
the hand-coded one. Second, most of the systems reported in literature, aim for executing the 
FDTs by implementing their semantics rather than for product implementations. This kind of 
implementation serves first of all for validation purposes. The demands of a real implementa
tion cannot be satisfied. Third, the implementations are mostly confined to one layer. 

The implementation has attracted much Jess attention in the FDT community than the 
other phases of the protocol life cycle; this is because the implementation process itself pro
vides few opportunities for formalization. On the other hand, the objective of the protocol life 
cycle is to produce efficient and correct implementations, the quality of which is greatly influ
enced by the implementation phase itself. 

1 The notion computer-aided protocol implemetation is supposed to condense the different notions found in 
literature such as automated implemetation, serniautomated implementation or derivation. 
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The paper discusses ways for increasing the efficiency of computer-aided protocol implemen
tations. The subject of our discussion is the implementation model of the derivation tool that 
determines the architecture of the implementation. Using an experimental Estelle-C trans forma
tor we discuss different aspects of the influence of the implementation model on the efficiency 
of an implementation. 

2. Computer-aided implementation 
The general principle of the computer-aided implementation is well-known and described in 
literature [Agga 85], [Chan 93]. Regarding existing tools carefully one can notice that the no
tion of implementation is applied in a broad meaning. To distinguish the different meanings we 
introduce the notion language and product implementation of a protocol (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1: Forms of protocol implementations 

A language implementation aims at the execution of the specification by implementing the 
semantics of the FDT. The derivation process can be fully automatized in the tool. This kind of 
implementation serves the purpose of validation. The demands of real protocol realization can
not be met. Most of the existing FDT-compilers aim at language implementations. 

A product implementation is a realization of the protocol that is optimized for a con
crete target environment. Compared with a language implementation, a product implementa
tion must fulfill the following requirements: 

optimized adaptation to the target environment (hardware resources, operating system, 
user requirements), 

good performance parameters that meet real time constraints by introducing 
performance increasing strategies which are not necessarily contained in the formal description 
(but which do not hurt the semantics of the specification). 
Current tools for computer-aided protocol implementation are scarcely able to meet the re
quirements of product implementations (in addition, it is seldom their objective). A practical 
way to use these tools for product implementations is the semi-automated implementation by 
using those parts of the generated code for the product implementation which fulfill the needed 
requirements. 

To reflect the different approaches to implementation discussed above we introduce the 
following terminology for our discussion in accordance with the terminology used in software 
engineering [Nag! 90]. All tools which aim at a language implementation are called compilers 
and tools at a product implementation transformators. 

3. Role of the implementation model 

For computer-aided implementation, the semantic model of the FDT is mapped on the model 
of the implementation. The implementation model describes the logical structure of the imple
mentation, its components and the principles of their interaction. It determines the architecture 
of the implementation. The implementation model chosen determines the transformation rules 
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for the derivation procedure. Its design is therefore of crucial importance for the whole imple
mentation process. 

Unlike a manual implementation where the implementation model is worked out during 
the implementation design phase, the design of the implementation model for a computer-aided 
implementation is part of the tool development, i.e., the implementation model is designed be
fore and independently of the actual implementation. A further characteristic of an automati
cally derived implementation is that it prescribes a certain implementation model, i.e. the proc
ess and module structure, and the partition of the functions are the same in all implementations 
derived by this tool. The rigid application of the implementation model restricts the efficiency 
of the implementation because the transformation tool maps the abstract description on 
executable code portions applying firm transformation rules. It is not capable of considering 
local implementation matters or of giving the opportunity to introduce individual optimizations 
related to the implementation context. This can only be done by hand with great effort. 

The way the implementation model is derived from the semantic model of the FDT is not 
prescribed as long as the semantics of the specification is preserved. For a compiler, the imple
mentation model is defined by the FDT semantics. The transformation can be almost entirely 
automated. The implementation model of a transformator, however, is not bound to the 
semantics of the FDT to introduce implementation solutions which satisfy the efficiency 
requirements. But experience shows that the implementation model of transformators usually 
leans on the FDT semantics because this essentially simplifies the transformation process. On 
the other hand, it confines the utilization of different implementation strategies which can 
increase the performance by exploiting specific properties of the protocol. The endeavour to 
get as possible flexible and efficient transformations of the specification is in part limited as for 
certain features of the FDT it is difficult or even impossible to find automated applicable 
transformation rules. So it is, for instance, very difficult to map an Estelle specification onto 
the activity-thread model [Svob 89) that is known to be more efficient than the server model. 
Therefore, most of the implementation models for computer-aided implementation are based 
on simple principles (server model, asynchronous interfaces, only one layer). 

The implementation model has, consequently, a decisive influence on the quality of a 
computer-aided implementation. Its complexity and completeness determine the possible de
gree of automation. To ensure that computer-aided implementation techniques, in particular 
transformators, are an applicable choice in practice it is therefore necessary to design imple
mentation models that guarantee an efficient implementation and find a broad acceptance 
among users. 

4. Evaluation of the implementation model 

In this section, we discuss the influence of certain implementation decisions on the efficiency of 
the implementation. For this, we consider different parts of the implementation model of the 
Experimental Estelle-C Transformator (EECT) [FoHe 92), [Held 94). The implementation 
model of the EECT used first was leaned on the NBS prototype compiler [NBS 87]. It has 
changed step by step. The EECT has been applied to different protocols. In this paper, we use 
the LLC-3 protocol [ISO 88) and an experimental protocol [Held 94) as reference protocols. 
The hardware basis for all measurements has been an Intel80486 OX processor with 33 MHz 
frequency. As a measurement system, a software monitor has been used [Prof 91 ]. The number 
of events in the experiments was between 1000 and 10000 to get statistically representative 
results. 

4.1 Process model 

The mapping of the implementation model on the process structure of the target computer 
system constitutes a central issue of the protocol implementation. The process model repre-
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sents the physical realization of the implementation model. There are mainly two approaches 
for the process model [Svob 89): the server model and the activity-thread model. 

The server model implements a protocol instance by a single process or by multiple 
processes. They communicate via messages. The activity-thread model is mapped on a set of 
procedures. The communication is realized by procedure calls. A process in this model is es
sentially a thread of procedure executions. 

For computer-aided protocol implementation the server model is preferred due to its 
clear structuring principles. All Estelle compilers use this process model. It is also applied in 
our experimental compiler. Therefore, we consider only the server model in the following. 

4.2 Scheduler 

The scheduler is the "heart" of the implementation which realizes the Estelle semantics [ISO 
89). It is coded by hand and belongs to the implementation environment (see Section 4.4). In 
this section, we discuss several strategies to implement the scheduler. Our discussion is divided 
in two parts: selection of the fireable transitions and access to the program code. 

4.2.1 Selection or the fireable transitions 

We have implemented three approaches of the Estelle algorithm to determine the fireable 
transitions. They are compared in Figure 2 for the experimental protocol [Held 94). Approach 
I is a one-to-one implementation of the selection algorithm as described in the Estelle standard 
[ISO 89). This approach is used, for example, in [NBS 87]. Approach II is an optimized im
plementation of approach I. It keeps the Estelle semantics but it has a different algorithmic 
structure. The algorithm is described in [Held 94). Both approaches consist of two step: (1) the 
fireable transitions are determined and (2) the fireable transitions are executed. The fireable 
transitions have to be buffered between steps (1) and (2). 
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In approach III, the selection algorithm has changed in such a manner that the buffering of the 
transitions can be avoided. The changed algorithm differs from approach II by determining the 
set of fireable transitions. The modules are in turn searched for fireable transitions. The found 
transitions are fired immediately. The only difference in the effect of the algorithm is that the 
result of each transition (new interactions, change of the specification structure) has to be im
mediately taken into account. 

This change has decreased the percentage of the selection function on the runtime of the 
total system to 39 percent (see Figure 2). The disadvantage of this approach lies in the fact that 
the order of the execution of the transitions can deviate from the original Estelle mechanism. 
This approach can be only applied if this deviation does not influence the conformance to the 
(verbal) protocol standard. This must be guaranteed by the implementor. The reason for this 
possible deviation from the original verbal protocol standard is caused by the semantics of 
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Estelle that introduces a fixed procedure for selecting transitions regardless whether it is 
needed in the concrete application. 

4.2.2 Access to the program code 

There are two possibilities to implement the access to the program code that belongs to the 
selected transitions: programmed and table-controlled access. 

The programmed access realizes the access procedure by means of IF- or CASE-state
ments that can be directly derived from the specification of the transitions in Estelle. In the 
EECT, the derived statements are united in a transition procedure that is generated for each 
module. The when-, from- and provided clause are mapped on nested IF-statements according 
to the order of their appearance. The THEN-part of the inner IF-statements contains the tran
sition blocks. For selection approach I and II, the transition blocks are stored separately. In this 
case, a call of a function is generated that represents the transition block. In approach III, the 
transition blocks are included directly. 

The table-controlled access implements the access procedure by means of a table 
(matrix) that contains the addresses of the transition blocks. The input parameters are, for in
stance, states and incoming events. As in Estelle the selection is usually based on three clauses 
(from, when, provided ) a three-dimensional matrix is needed. Such a matrix gets soon ineffi
cient due to the large number of values in the provided-clauses to be tested. For that reason, a 
combination of the programmed and the table-controlled access is usually preferred. The pro
grammed selection is used for the provided-clauses, whereas for the other clauses the table
controlled method is applied. 

A comparison of the two access methods is given in Figure 3. It is based on the 
implementation of the experimental protocol [Held 94]. The implementation uses the simplified 
asynchronous interface (see Section 4.3) and the activation algorithm III. The provided-clause 
is not taken into account as both implementations use the programmed access for it. Figure 3 
indicates the absolute response time per PDU related to the average number of decisions 
needed to access to the program code. It shows that from 4 decisions upwards the table
controlled method is superior to the programmed one because the number of decisions has no 
influence on the response time. In real protocols more than 4 decisions are usually needed. 
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4.3 Interfaces 

The process model chosen for the implementation determines the type of the interface. In the 
server model, asynchronous interfaces are used as a rule for the realization of the interlayer 
communication. They are implemented by paired queues. This approach is used in many Estelle 
implementations [NBS 87], [Sije 90), [Vuon 88) whereby Estelle does not distinguish layer and 
module interfaces. We have implemented two types of the asynchronous interface in the 
EECT. The first type implements a queue for each interaction point (individuel queue) or for a 
group of interactions points (common queue). The other type uses only one central queue for 
all interactions. The goal of the second approach (simplied interface) has been to decrease the 
overhead of the queue management. 

The comparison of the two realizations for the implementation of the LLC-3 protocol 
(see Fig. 4) points out that the simplified interface increases the absolute response time per 
PDU by about 100 fiS, i.e. 8,3 percent. The share of the interface routines on the total response 
time decreases by about 2. 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the two interface realizations 

4.4 Implementation environment 

The implementation environment constitutes the virtual machine on which the protocol is im
plemented. It comprises those functions needed for the realization of the protocol but which 
cannot be directly derived from the logical model. The implementation environment connects 
the derived protocol software with the operating system, with the adjacent layers, in part with 
the hardware (layer 1 and 2), and with the network management. Typical functions of the im
plementation environment are the scheduler, routines for the realization of the module inter
faces, routines for the management of the module instances, time control, and other auxiliary 
routines. For computer-aided implementations, a separate implementation environment is 
usually provided. 

The implementation environment is often called the hand-coded part of a computer-aided 
implementation. The relation between the hand-coded and the automatically generated part of 
the implementation is one of the criteria for the efficiency of this approach [Cimi 88], [Vuon 
88]. This is correct insofar as the functions of the implementation environment have to be 
manually provided once. When the environment is implemented and tested it constitutes a 
reliable component of the implementation that can be reused in other implementations. Thus, 
the automation degree of the approach is relatively increased [Koen 90). (The discussion about 
the relation, however, has to take the concrete protocol into account as the portion of the 
implementation environment remains unchanged whereas the portion of the generated code 
depends on the size of the specified protocol.) 
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The share of the hand-coded part on the runtime of the protocol is, however, much 
larger than in the static relation. That's why the implementation of the hand-coded functions 
requires much care as well. Figure 5 shows this share for an implementation of the LLC-3 
protocol. For this implementation, we used the simplified asynchronous interface, the selection 
approach III and the programmed access as discussed in the previous sections. 

The measurement gives evidence that the runtime share of the hand-coded part is higher 
than its portion on the code. It is almost 50 per cent in this experiment. Besides, this is an op
timal relation because we have chosen the most effective scheduler realization. For the sche
duler approach I and II, the relation would be worse (see Figure 2). The measurement shows 
further that among the hand-coded routine the share of the scheduler is much higher than the 
others although the interface routines are called most. 

Relative share on the response time 
of the protocol implementation 

0 automated generated 
protocol code 

a Scheduler 
0 Interfaces 

• main and initialization 
54% 

Fig. 5: Share of tbe band-coded and tbe automatically generated part on tbe runtime of a LLC-3 implementa
tion including tbe frequency of tbe routine calls 

5. A variable implementation model 

The discussion in the previous section has shown that design decisions for the implementation 
model can have a great impact on the efficiency of the final implementation. As these decisions 
are made during the design phase of the tool they cannot take into account the implementation 
contexts of their future applications. This limits the efficiency of the final implementation and 
forces revisions to the generated code including the implementation environment. This again 
restricts the automation degree and the application of the tool. 

To enable the implementation tool to adjust to the concrete implementation context, they 
should support a variable implementation model. Figure 6 shows the variable implementation 
model we have implemented for the EECT. It provides options for the realization of the certain 
components of the model. These alternatives are marked by the finger symbol. By combining 
these alternatives the implementor can adjust his implementation model to the concrete 
context. The implementation environment is also variable. Depending on the implementation 
model selected its size varies between 10 and 20 KByte. The environment is available for 
UNIX. 

For the configuration of the implementation model, a program library has to be com
posed that is included into the EECT. Currently, we are implementing a separate user interface. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have discussed some approaches to increase the efficiency of computer-aided 
implementation techniques. We have pointed out that the implementation model supported by 
implementation tools has a crucial effect on the efficiency of the generated code and the auto 
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mation degree. Existing transformators for FDTs use in principle a fixed implementation 
model. Future tools should be capable to adjust to the context of the implementation in the best 
possible way. In addition, further work is needed to improve the technology by using new 
principles such as the mapping on the activity-thread process model, the integration of several 
layers, and the use of parallel implementation structures. Moreover, the requirements of FDTs 
and related specification styles to support efficient implementations should be investigated. 
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